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The availability of trajectory data combined with various real-life practical applications has sparked the interest of the research community to design a plethora of algorithms for various trajectory analysis techniques. However, there is an apparent lack of full-fledged systems that provide the infrastructure support for trajectory analysis techniques, which hinders the applicability of most of the designed algorithms. Inspired by the tremendous success of the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) deep learning model in solving various Natural Language Processing tasks, our vision is to have a BERT-like system for trajectory analysis tasks. We envision that in a few years, we will have such a system where no one needs to worry again about each specific trajectory analysis operation. Whether it is trajectory imputation, similarity, clustering, or whatever, it would be one system that researchers, developers, and practitioners can deploy to get high accuracy for their trajectory operations. Our vision stands on a solid ground that trajectories in a space are highly analogous to statements in a language. We outline the challenges and the road to our vision. Exploratory results confirm the promise and possibility of our vision.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Enabled by location tracking technologies, there has been a vast amount of trajectories collected by industry and academia. Many of such datasets have been publicly released for various cities around the world, including Athens [5], Beijing [138], New York [94], Porto [99], Rio de Janeiro [30], Rome [7], San Francisco [1], Shenzhen [122], and Singapore [45]. This has enabled a myriad of trajectory analysis techniques that have been the focus of the spatial community for years (e.g., see References [113, 126, 151] for surveys). Such techniques have empowered numerous applications with high impact across many sectors. For example, in transportation, trajectory
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analysis has been vital in data-driven routing [95, 144], traffic monitoring [52, 81], and traffic forecasting [43, 119]. In location-based services, trajectory analysis was used in trip planning [9, 154], route recommendations [16, 36], and map services [87]. In urban planning, trajectory analysis has been a key to map inference [39, 111], deciding on the locations of bike lanes and EV charging stations [40, 63] and understanding human mobility [67, 133]. In the health domain, trajectory analysis has played an important role in contact tracing [3, 84, 132] and understanding the pandemic spread [13, 114].

All such applications have to tackle a wide range of trajectory problems, including (a) trajectory similarity search, where the objective is to find those trajectories that are considered similar to each other according to some predefined similarity measure [15, 27, 61, 68, 98, 136, 143]; (b) trajectory imputation, where the objective is to add artificial points to a trajectory as a means of filling in the gaps between actual trajectory points [58, 62, 73, 125, 130, 150]; (c) trajectory classification and clustering, where the objective is to cluster or classify trajectories either based on their modality, similarity, location, or other characteristics [86, 104, 112, 121, 152, 153]; (d) trajectory prediction, where the objective is to predict the next few locations of the current trajectory points [33, 47, 69, 124, 142]; and (e) trajectory simplification, where the objective is to sample some of the trajectory points without losing its main characteristics [48, 54, 71, 72, 128, 148].

However, with all of these techniques, there is an apparent lack of full-fledged systems that provide the infrastructure support for trajectory analysis tasks. Existing attempts to build such systems (e.g., see References [2, 23, 55, 108]) are limited to providing the underlying index and retrieval storage but did not reach to the stage for providing complete data analysis functionality. The main reason is that the focus of trajectory analysis techniques is mainly on the algorithmic part of the analysis, which gives much less weight to the need of having a solid system infrastructure. Hence, despite the fact that all of trajectory analysis techniques deal with the same trajectory data, each of the proposed solutions is entirely designed to solve one problem of interest. This makes it hard and not practical to have a unified efficient system that is capable of supporting most (if not all) trajectory problems if each solution is entirely different.

 Trying to learn from other communities, the research landscape of Natural Language Processing (NLP) was very recently in a similar situation. There have been decades of research in pushing the accuracy and efficiency of various NLP tasks, e.g., text similarity, text classification, sentence completion, and sentiment analysis. This has led to a myriad of different solutions for each of these problems, even though all tasks are for the same textual data. This is mainly for the same reasons that trajectory analysis techniques are entirely different from each other. Yet, most recently, in 2018, the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) deep learning model [29] was proposed by Google to act as a unified solution infrastructure for a wide variety of NLP tasks. BERT, at its core, is equipped with the necessary NLP infrastructure to solve various NLP tasks, which only needs to be externally tuned with minimal overhead for each task. Examples of NLP tasks that used the BERT model include sentiment analysis [31], question answering [19], spell checking [146], text classification [22], text generation[17], text summarization [100], among others [59, 96]. BERT has also been used for similar problems with respect to speech processing, where the words are spoken instead of written [53, 117]. As a testimony to the importance and ubiquity of BERT to NLP research, the main BERT paper [29] has been cited more than 60K times within 5 years.

This article presents our vision toward using the same idea of BERT to magically deal with almost all trajectory analysis tasks. The goal is that BERT (or a customization of it) will do for trajectory analysis what it did already for NLP tasks. Should we be able to do so, various trajectory analysis ideas will be just about how to tune that BERT customized model to support the required analysis. Such a vision will lead to a long-waited-for full-fledged trajectory data
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management system that not only stores and indexes trajectory data but also natively supports all its analysis needs. Our vision is grounded by the fact that we can actually think of trajectories as statements. In a nutshell, a statement is composed of a set of words drawn from a set of limited words (language), while a trajectory is represented by a set of GPS points, which is also drawn from a set of possible points (space). Statements follow rules imposed by the underlying language, while trajectories follow rules imposed by both the underlying road network and the physical world. Words in a statement should be semantically related, while points in a trajectory should be spatially and temporally related.

While it is theoretically possible to think of trajectories as statements, and hence trajectories can be fed to BERT as is to support various trajectory analysis tasks, this may not practically work due to various inherent limitations in both the BERT model structure and the nature of trajectory data. Hence, our vision is composed of two orthogonal directions. The first direction is to overcome the limitations coming from the nature of trajectory data, where we can customize trajectory data to be fit for BERT and then use BERT as is. The second direction is to overcome the limitations of the BERT model itself and make it spatially and temporally aware in a way that it can support trajectory data. Both directions can be sought after together for the best performance. In all cases, the outcome of the vision is a BERT-like model that is not specific to one trajectory problem. Instead, it will act as a Swiss army knife that supports a myriad of diverse trajectory operations.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the similarities between trajectories and statements, which presents the solid ground of our vision. Section 3 presents how BERT can be applied as is to five widely used trajectory analysis tasks, namely trajectory imputation, trajectory prediction, trajectory classification, trajectory simplification, and trajectory similarity. The challenges that face our vision, which emerge from our attempts to use BERT as is for various trajectory analysis tasks, are outlined in Section 4. Section 5 presents our vision with its two orthogonal but complementary directions to use BERT for trajectories. Initial exploratory experimental results that show the promise of our vision are presented in Section 6. Section 7 presents the related work to our vision. Finally, Section 8 concludes the article.

2 POINTS IN TRAJECTORIES VS WORDS IN STATEMENTS

This section presents the rationale behind our vision, where we see that points in trajectories follow very similar properties to words in statements. Hence, tools and techniques that are being used in NLP tasks (e.g., BERT) can be employed to support trajectory analysis tasks. We outline four such common properties, namely, limited domain, domain constraints, intra-relationship constraints, and clear context.

2.1 Limited Domain

Both words in a statement and points in trajectory are drawn from a limited domain defined by the underlying language or space, respectively. In particular, a statement is composed of an ordered set of words drawn from a finite pool of words (domain) per the underlying language. Similarly, a trajectory is composed of an ordered set of points drawn from a finite pool of points (domain) per the underlying space. This particular property is key to BERT functionality when dealing with statements. In particular, when using BERT for a certain language, it is first fed with large numbers of statements from that language as training examples, which could be coming from any set of online documents, e.g., Wikipedia articles. Then, BERT uses these documents to learn the domain of all possible words in the given language. That domain is then used to control BERT internal operations allowing it to understand any given set of statements and hence perform NLP operations over it. Our vision is based on the fact that trajectories exhibit the same limited domain property as statements. Hence, one can feed BERT with large number of trajectories in a certain city instead
of statements in a certain language. Then, BERT can use these trajectories to learn the domain of all possible points in the city and use that knowledge to understand any given set of trajectories and perform various analysis tasks on it.

2.2 Domain Constraints

Although statements and trajectories must pick their words and points from their corresponding domains, the order of such words and points must adhere to some domain constraints. In particular, words in a statement must adhere to the constraints imposed by the underlying language grammar. Similarly, points in a trajectory must adhere to the constraints imposed by the underlying road network and physical space. BERT is taking advantage of this to guide its operations. For example, when fed by large number of documents, BERT would understand the grammar by knowing that the verb “are” is only used with plural nouns. Hence, when given a new statement that does not follow this constraint, BERT may raise a flag of grammatical error. Also, BERT can use this knowledge to predict the next word. Our vision is based on the analogy that along the same lines, when fed by large number of trajectories, BERT can understand several constraints. Examples include understanding that the speed of movement never exceeds a certain limit or that the change of speed from one trajectory segment to another is within a certain range. Even further, it can infer parts of the underlying road network from the large set of trajectory GPS points it has. Hence, when receiving a new set of trajectories, BERT can validate it against its learned constraints and flag for errors if any. Also, it can predict the next point or impute missing points accordingly without invalidating the trajectory domain constraints.

2.3 Intra-Relationship Constraints

Both words in a statement and points in a trajectory must be intra-related. In particular, words in a statement are semantically related, where random words cannot make a statement. Similarly, points in a trajectory are spatially and temporally related, where random points cannot make a trajectory. For example, the statement “John is drinking steak” satisfies the domain constraints (i.e., correct grammar); however, it does not satisfy the intra-relationship constraint, where “drinking” is not semantically related to “steak.” BERT takes advantage of such constraints as it learns them from its input documents. Hence, when used to check typos, find missing words or predict the next words, BERT will use its learnt intra-relationship constraint and suggest the use of the word “eating” instead of “drinking,” as it is more semantically related to the word “steak.” Our vision is based on the analogy of the intra-relationship constraint to the case of trajectories. A sequence of GPS points that still match the domain constraints (i.e., road network and physical) may not satisfy the intra-relationship constraint, where one point of such sequence could be either from a nearby road or from the same road but in a different direction. When fed by trajectories, BERT should be able to learn such constraints and use them for various trajectory analysis tasks.

2.4 Clear Context

There is always a clear context that impacts the sequence of words in a statement or points in a trajectory. In particular, the words used in a statement would differ based on the topic of discussion (context). Similarly, the points used in a trajectory would differ based on the driving modality (context). For example, the words used in a medical document are pretty different than those words used in a political document, even though both documents are in the same language. BERT uses this property to learn the underlying context of statements in a document and uses this knowledge to perform various NLP tasks. If BERT can identify that a certain statement or document is coming from a medical context, then it will act differently (in terms of looking at different vocabulary) from the case where the statement is coming from a political context. With a similar analogy, our vision
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is based on the fact that trajectories also follow a clear context. For example, the driving modality (e.g., vehicles, buses, motorbikes, bikes) impact the sequence of points used in a trajectory in terms of different speeds, different driving patterns, and even different lanes and roads. Hence, when fed by trajectories, BERT could understand the underlying context of these trajectories and then use this knowledge to understand the context of any new given trajectory and perform various tasks on it. For example, if BERT can identify that a certain trajectory belongs to a bike, then it will act differently from the case if the trajectory is coming from a bus.

3 BERT FOR TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS TASKS

This section discusses the first step toward our vision by showing that five different widely used trajectory analysis tasks are pretty analogous to corresponding five widely NLP analysis tasks. In particular, we show that trajectory imputation is analogous to find the missing word problem (Section 3.1), trajectory prediction is analogous to next sentence prediction (Section 3.2), trajectory classification is analogous to text classification (Section 3.3), trajectory simplification is analogous to text summarization (Section 3.4), and trajectory similarity is analogous to text similarity (Section 3.5). Since BERT is widely used to solve all these five NLP tasks, with the same analogy we also show that BERT can potentially be used to solve their corresponding five trajectory analysis tasks. We use the word potentially here as this may not practically work right away. This is due to many challenges that we will outline later in Section 4 and need to address to realize our vision of a BERT-like model to execute various trajectory analysis tasks.

3.1 BERT For Trajectory Imputation

This section presents the analogy between the “trajectory imputation” problem and “Finding the missing word” NLP task, which is commonly solved using BERT.

Trajectory Task: Imputation. Trajectory data are inherently sparse, with large and frequent spatial and temporal gaps between every two consecutive GPS readings. This is mainly either due to low GPS sampling rate to preserve the bandwidth, battery, and/or storage in location tracking devices or due to loss of GPS signal in some areas such as tunnels and near high-rise buildings. Such gaps present an inherent uncertainty of the object’s whereabouts between each two GPS readings, which affects all applications that rely on trajectory data. The higher the sparsity (i.e., the larger and more frequent such gaps spatially and temporally), the lower the accuracy and quality of both trajectory data and the applications that rely on it. To address the sparsity issue, and as a means of boosting the accuracy of trajectories and their applications, several recent efforts were dedicated to insert artificial location points between each two consecutive trajectory points. The promise is that these artificially imposed points are as accurate as if they were obtained by actual GPS readings of trajectory data. Such a process had various names, including trajectory interpolation [73, 150], trajectory completion [62], trajectory data cleaning [145], trajectory restoration [58], trajectory map matching [8, 74], trajectory recovery [125, 130], and trajectory imputation [14]. Without loss of generality, we will use the term “trajectory imputation” in this article. With the exception of few techniques [32, 62, 88], the large majority of existing trajectory imputation techniques rely on matching the trajectories on the underlying road network, and hence they have an implicit assumption that the underlying road network is available and reliable, which is not always true. Road networks, like any other data, suffer from all sorts of inaccuracy and may not be even available in many places [79, 82, 91, 116]. This calls for developing new imputation techniques that do not require the knowledge of the underlying road networks.

NLP Task: Finding the Missing Word. Consider, for example, the incomplete English statement “Paris, the ... of France, is ... Summer Olympics in 2024,” where each blank “...” represents a missing
word. Finding the missing word problem (a.k.a cloze test) aims to infer the words that are replaced by a blank. In this case, the first missing word would be “capital,” and the second missing word is “hosting.” This is one of the main and very common tasks in NLP, as there are several practical scenarios behind having missing words in a statement. For example, speech and image recognition techniques may partially recognize a statement, with some (missing) words that could not be recognized and left as blank. A translation task may miss translating some words and leave them as blank or mark them as low confidence. A typo in a text could be replaced by a blank if it was not corrected by a spell checker. In such scenarios, finding the missing word problem aims to fill in the blanks. BERT has been used to solve finding the missing world problem, where it is first trained by hundreds of thousands of true statements that will make it able to understand the context of any sentence and accurately fill out its missing words.

The Analogy. Figure 1 shows the analogy between trajectory imputation and finding the missing word problems. Instead of the blanks “...,” we circle the segments that have significant gaps between their end points. For clarity, the example aligns the statement and trajectory together where the statement is composed of 11 words (including two punctuation marks) with 2 more words marked as blank, while the trajectory is composed of 11 points with two segments identified as need to be imputed. The question that we are asking in our vision here is that if BERT, when trained with large number of statements, can identify the two missing words as “Capital” and “Hosting,” then can BERT be trained with large number of trajectories and then used to impute a trajectory by identifying its missing points? Should we be able to do so, we would be solving the trajectory imputation problem without the need for the knowledge of the underlying road network, making the solution applicable to much wider set of problem settings.

3.2 BERT For Trajectory Prediction

This section presents the analogy between the “trajectory prediction” problem and “next sentence prediction” NLP task, which is commonly solved using BERT.

Trajectory Task: Prediction. Trajectory prediction is the task of predicting the next few points of a current trajectory. This is one of the very common tasks in trajectory analysis as it is a cornerstone to many practical applications. For example, knowing where current vehicle trajectories are heading to enables traffic monitoring and forecasting where congestions can be expected ahead of time, and hence an appropriate action can be taken [46, 50]. It also enables events forecasting where one can predict expected gathering events at certain locations [49, 119]. Wireless communications can strengthen cellular connectivity by preparing the next few predicted cell towers to admit mobile devices based on the predicted workload [25, 93, 110]. Personalized services and recommendations, which include offering location-based information or advertisements, benefit
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Fig. 2. Trajectory prediction using BERT model.

from predicting vehicle trajectories to personalize their offering [24, 115]. Overall, the ability to do trajectory prediction has enabled a whole area of research in spatio-temporal predictive query processing, where the objective is to support spatio-temporal queries asking about a future time rather than the current state [41, 42]. Due to its importance, significant efforts have been dedicated to support various forms of trajectory prediction including short-term prediction (next few minutes) [33], long-term prediction (next 20-30 minutes) [47, 142], or prediction for extended periods (e.g., the rest of the day) [105]. These solutions are based on several frameworks, including statistical patterns [38, 85], machine and deep learning [33, 47, 69], and Markov models [4, 80].

NLP Task: Next Sentence Prediction. Consider, for example, the English statement “Paris is hosting the Summer Olympics in 2024,” the next sentence prediction aims to predict, with probability, what would be the next sentence among a set of options. For example, if the following three statements are potential ones: “Biden announced a Tax Relief program,” “Milan is hosting the Winter Olympics in 2026,” and “Paris is the capital of France,” then a next statement prediction algorithm may give probabilities 1%, 70%, and 29% for these statements, respectively, which recommends that the second statement is the most likely one to come next after the input statement. This has practical applications including sentence auto completion and text generation. The next sentence prediction problem is usually solved using a BERT model. To do so, BERT is first trained and fine-tuned using pairs of <input, target> sentences. It gets such pairs from its input training data, composed of hundreds of thousands of statements in documents. This will make BERT understand a target statement, given an input one, and hence is able to accurately predict that next target statement.

The Analogy. Figure 2 shows the analogy between trajectory prediction and next statement prediction problems. For the latter one, we plot the three candidate next statements in three different colors. For the case of trajectory prediction, we plot the three potential trajectories in the same three colors to their corresponding statements. For clarity, each (potential) trajectory has the same number of points as the number of words of its corresponding statement. Hence, one way to solve the trajectory prediction problem is to train a BERT model with real trajectories. Then, BERT can split these trajectories into large numbers of pairs of sequence trajectories in the form of input and target trajectories. In a way analogous to what BERT is doing for the next sentence prediction, it can use its trajectory-based trained model to predict (with probability) the next trajectory among the three possible options. Similarly to the case of trajectory imputation, a great advantage of using BERT for trajectory prediction is that it can do so without the need to know the underlying road network, which would distinguish it from all existing trajectory prediction approaches.
3.3 BERT For Trajectory Classification

This section presents the analogy between the “trajectory classification” problem and “text classification” NLP task, which is commonly solved using BERT.

**Trajectory Task: Classification.** Trajectory classification is the process of associating a trajectory with one class from a predefined set of classes. A prime example of such an operation is associating a trajectory with a driving modality that could be bike, bus, vehicle, or even a walking trajectory [86, 104, 112, 121, 152, 153]. Such classification is crucial in many practical applications. For example, to infer an accurate travel time estimation (ETA) from a large set of trajectories, a pre-processing step needs to separate vehicle, bus, and motorbike trajectories from each other. Then, we use each set of trajectories separately to have a modality-based ETA. Map inference algorithms that are used to infer the underlying vehicle, bus, and bike routing maps would need to first classify a given set of trajectories based on their modality and use them separately to discover the corresponding map. Another example of trajectory classification is associating a trajectory with its travel purpose that could be work, commute, shopping, education, or recreation [6, 26, 75, 76, 109, 131]. This has a direct application in urban planning as a means of helping decision makers understand travel demands and relationships among neighborhoods. Existing approaches for trajectory classification rely on either hand-crafted rules for each class, heavily engineered features to train supervised machine learning models, or customized deep learning models.

**NLP Task: Classification.** Text classification is one of the most widely used analysis tasks in NLP for a large number of important and practical applications. The objective is that given a set of text, associate each text with one class from a predefined set of classes. A prime example would be classifying social media posts (e.g., tweets) into their topic category, e.g., sports, politics, news, technology, and health. This is an important preprocessing operation for various data analysis procedures that need to have the analysis based on only posts that belong to a certain category. Another example is sentiment analysis, where social media posts are classified per their sentiment category, e.g., happy, angry, sarcastic, and lukewarm. This is important in market study to understand the reaction of users to a certain product, advertisement, or article. The problem of text classification is usually solved using a BERT model. To do so, BERT is first trained on a large number of unlabeled sentences to learn about words in general and how they relate to each other. Then, it is fine-tuned using relatively smaller labeled sentences as <tweet, category>. Such a trained model is then used to decide on the category of a given tweet.

**The Analogy.** Figure 3 shows the analogy between trajectory classification and text classification problems, where text classification is used to classify tweets into politics, sports, business, and
technology, while trajectory classification is used to classify trajectories into trucks, buses, vehicles, and bikes. Hence, one way to solve the trajectory classification problem is to go through a similar procedure of using BERT for the text classification problem. In particular, we start by training a BERT model using large numbers of unlabeled trajectories. Then, we fine-tune the model using a relatively smaller set of labeled trajectories of the form <trajectory, modality>. Finally, we use the refined model to infer the modality of a given trajectory.

### 3.4 BERT For Trajectory Simplification

This section presents the analogy between the “trajectory simplification” problem and “text summarization” NLP task, which is commonly solved using BERT.

**Trajectory Task: Simplification.** Trajectory simplification, sometimes seen as the opposite of trajectory imputation, is the task of reducing the number of trajectory GPS points while preserving their essential information. Trajectories can be vast and complex, making it costly and challenging to transmit (e.g., bandwidth in cellular phones is limited), store (e.g., managing and storing these large datasets can become prohibitively expensive), and process (e.g., executing queries on such datasets becomes more complex). Trajectory simplification lowers the number of points and thus significantly reduces the cost of query processing, storage, and data transmissions of complex trajectories. It can be employed either in online or offline mode. In online mode, during data collection, trajectory simplification helps tracking devices transmit only the most important points in real time. In offline mode, a simplified trajectory is obtained from the full trajectory and used either for storage or as a filter step during query processing, with refinements done using the full trajectory data. Due to the importance of trajectory simplification problem, significant research efforts were dedicated to solve it (e.g., see References [48, 54, 71, 72, 128, 148]). Most of these approaches aim to maintain a certain distance or direction error threshold when dropping some of the original points. Some of these approaches aim to match trajectories to the underlying road network and then simplify each trajectory by selecting representative road network points (e.g., intersections) [51, 60, 137].

**NLP Task: Text Summarization.** Consider, for example, the verbose English statement “Paris, the capital of France, is hosting the Summer Olympics in 2024.” A text summarization procedure would make a shorter version of this statement to be: “Paris is hosting 2024 Olympics.” Given a document of words, a text summarization analysis task aims to summarize the document by a short description that can be used for newsletters, video descriptions, or brief highlights. Such short description uses less number of words while preserving the main ideas of the original text and minimizing the information loss due to the removed text. The outcome summary can be either extractive, i.e., uses only words from the original text, or abstractive, i.e., can come up with entirely new words and phrases that were not present in the original text. In our example, we used an extractive summarization as all the words are taken from the original statement. BERT has been widely used for the text summarization problem. To do so, similarly to the case of text classification, BERT has to be first trained on large number of documents to build its initial model. Then, the model is fine-tuned using another smaller set of document and summary pairs to learn what would be the words to use or omit to come up with a document summary. Finally, given a document, BERT would use its learnt model to produce the summary.

**The Analogy.** Figure 4 shows the analogy between trajectory simplification and text summarization problems. For clarity, we plot the trajectory before and after simplification with the same number of points that corresponds to the statement before and after summarization. As in the case of text summarization where the summary still preserves the full meaning of the statement, the simplified trajectory still preserves the characteristics and overall structure of the full trajectory.
where main turns are still kept. As BERT is used for text summarization, one way to solve the trajectory simplification problem is to train a BERT model with large number of real trajectories and then fine-tune the model using pairs of the form \(<\text{raw trajectory}, \text{simplified trajectory}\>\). Though our example shows an extractive simplification, where the simplified trajectory uses only points from the full trajectory, the idea can also be applied to abstractive simplification. Similarly to previous trajectory analysis tasks, using BERT would allow trajectory simplification to be done without the need to be aware of the underlying road network.

3.5 BERT For Trajectory Similarity

This section presents the analogy between the “trajectory similarity” problem and “text similarity” NLP task, which is commonly solved using BERT.

**Trajectory Task: Similarity.** Trajectory similarity is the process of computing a similarity score between two trajectories based on their sampled GPS points. This is one of the commonly performed tasks in trajectory analysis, as it is a fundamental step to many practical applications. For instance, in routing and navigation applications, given a historical dataset of trajectories, a source point, and a destination point, it is often needed to compute the estimated travel times (ETA) for a certain route between source and destination points [87, 127]. Such information is highly valuable to help plan routes more efficiently or to add travel time information to the map. In this case, trajectory similarity is utilized to find trajectories that closely resemble the given route and then use these trajectories to help estimate the route travel time. In addition, several other trajectory analysis tasks rely on trajectory similarity. For example, in clustering and classification tasks (Section 3.3), computing the similarity score between two or more trajectories is essential. In particular, such tasks use the similarity scores to correctly assign each trajectory to an appropriate cluster based on its similarity to the other trajectories in each cluster. The higher the score to a certain cluster, the closer the trajectory to it and the higher the trajectory probability to belong to it. Another example of analysis tasks that utilize trajectory similarity is outlier detection. This is a very important preprocessing step for any downstream application that uses trajectories as it can help in cleaning such trajectories and ensure the application receives high-quality input data. In this task, given a dataset of trajectories, similarity scores are computed for each trajectory with respect to the reset of trajectories in the dataset. Then, those trajectories that are significantly less similar to the majority of the data are flagged as outliers, which then can be eliminated or processed independently via data cleaning tools. Due to the importance of trajectory similarity in various applications, significant research efforts have been devoted to it (e.g., see References [27, 61, 68, 136]). Many of these approaches rely on pairwise computations.
between the sampled GPS points to find the similarity score, which may become prohibitively expensive with large datasets and large numbers of GPS points.

**NLP Task: Text Similarity.** Considering, for example, an input English statement such as “The capital city of France,” the text similarity aims to compute how similar (or relevant) this statement is to a set of available statements or documents. For example, if the following three statements are the available ones: “Paris is the largest city in France,” “Marseille is the second-largest city in France,” and “Paris is France’s capital city,” then a text similarity algorithm may find the similarity scores between the input statement and the three available statements as 0.12, 0.03, and 0.85, respectively, which recommends that the last one is the most similar statement to the input. This has many practical applications, including search and information retrieval, results ranking, and question answering. This is in addition to clustering applications, e.g., categorizing a set of tweets into topics where tweets in each cluster are highly similar to each other. Similarly to many other NLP tasks, text similarity is usually solved using a BERT model. Given two statements, BERT represents them as two vectors of the same size, regardless of the number of words in each statement. The vectors then go through a mathematical similarity measure, e.g., cosine similarity or Euclidean distance, to measure their similarity. The similarity score is then used to represent how both statements are similar to each other. To do so, BERT is first trained on large datasets of statements so it can learn relationships between words and then be able to represent similar statements by similar vectors.

**The Analogy.** Figure 5 shows the analogy between trajectory similarity and text similarity problems. For the latter one, we have an input statement and three other available ones, which we plot in different colors. Similarly, for trajectory similarity, we have an input trajectory and three available ones. For clarity, each of the three trajectories has the same number of points as the number of words of its corresponding statement. We also plot the three trajectories in the same three colors to their corresponding statements. The goal is to compute their similarity to the input. Hence, one way to solve the trajectory similarity problem is to train BERT on a large trajectory dataset so it can learn how to represent similar trajectories by similar vectors. Then, we can use these vectors to easily compute the similarity between their corresponding trajectories. This has the potential to scale up, since the vector size is constant regardless of the number of GPS points, which would distinguish it from other existing pairwise similarity approaches.

### 4 CHALLENGES IN USING BERT FOR TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

The clear analogy between trajectories and statements, and hence between their corresponding tasks, calls for applying state-of-the-art NLP models, e.g., BERT, for trajectory operations. The
hope is that, given the apparent analogy, BERT will be as successful for trajectory analysis, as it is already successful for NLP tasks. However, this may not be practically applicable. In fact, if we apply BERT as is to trajectory analysis tasks, then it will yield highly inaccurate results and may not even work in most cases. This is mainly due to several fundamental differences between trajectories and statements, which hinder the applicability of BERT to trajectory operations. This section presents the following four main challenges that stem from these differences, which need to be addressed first to pave the way for our vision of a BERT-like model for a myriad of trajectory analysis tasks.

**Challenge I: Ratio of Training Datasets to Possible Words.** BERT is designed to be used for languages, where (a) the number of possible words is of limited size and (b) there is an abundance of publicly available data, including Wikipedia pages, news articles, and various websites. In fact, BERT was actually trained on \( \sim 3.3B \) word corpus (2.5B of them are from Wikipedia and 800M from Books Corpus [158]) composed of \( \sim 30K \) distinct words [29]. This means that, on average, each English word appears \( \sim 100K \) times in the BERT training set. This gives BERT the ability to see each word in various contexts and hence would be able to understand various context-based meanings of each word as well as linking words together when they co-occur often. This is basically due to the law of large numbers that BERT heavily relies on. Meanwhile, trajectory datasets exhibit a very different behavior. First, the number of possible points that can participate in a trajectory is huge and highly depends on the resolution of the GPS tracking devices. For example, assuming a 5-m accuracy of a GPS device, then a 1 km\(^2\) area would have 40,000 GPS points. Considering a state like Minnesota, which has an area of around 225,000 km\(^2\), we would have 9B possible GPS points in only one state. Of course, the numbers would be much less if we only focus on roads, biking trails, and sidewalks, which are the ones that appear in trajectory datasets, yet, still the numbers would be orders of magnitudes larger than language datasets where the English word has only around 30K words (points). Second, due to many factors, including privacy and proprietary ownership, trajectory data are not widely publicly available like language data. With such limited data, distinct GPS points would hardly appear in training datasets. For example, a trajectory dataset from Oregon State, obtained from UCR STAR [118], has \( \sim 1.3M \) distinct GPS points with \( \sim 1.75M \) total points. This means that, on average, each trajectory point appears only once in the training datasets, which is five orders of magnitude less than what English words appear in their training datasets (100K times). Third, although trajectory datasets consist of a finite set of points, these trajectories (in their physical form on the ground) are in fact continuous signals with an infinite number of points. We only get a finite sequence of points for each trajectory, because these are the points that the GPS tracking device has sampled from the original continuous trajectory. This is contrary to language, where statements are actually discrete signals and do not have this sampling concept. This fundamental difference can translate into challenges in the mapping between NLP problems and trajectory analysis tasks. For example, in the trajectory imputation task, the number of missing points for a given trajectory segment can be (theoretically) infinite, while the number of missing words that BERT can solve has to be finite and predefined. Similarly, in the trajectory similarity task, consider two visually identical trajectories where one is more dense (i.e., has more sampled points on straight segments) than the other. Although we may expect BERT to represent them with similar vectors, BERT in reality may represent them completely differently, since the Transformer [120] (the core component of BERT) is very sensitive to the length of the sequence. Apparently, trajectory data characteristics are not suitable for BERT. In its core, BERT heavily relies on having each word appears hundreds of thousands of time in the training data, which would allow BERT to understand various contexts and witness different scenarios of each word. This makes BERT able to support various NLP tasks.
that all rely on the context understanding of BERT for each word in a statement. Hence, applying BERT as is to trajectory data, with its scarce data availability and large numbers of possible words, is not practical.

**Challenge II: Ratio of Noisy Data.** Language data are subject to noise that takes place in typos, grammatical errors, words that could not be extracted from images, or words that were not well translated from another language. Overall, noisy data are considered as outliers in the whole language dataset. BERT is kind of used to this, as given its large numbers of training datasets, it can identify the outlier noisy parts of the data and act accordingly. Meanwhile, noise in trajectory data is inherent, and it could be even more than accurate data. This is due to the inherent inaccuracy and the low sampling rate of GPS tracking devices as a means to accommodate bandwidth and battery limitations. Such high ratio of noisy data makes it very hard for BERT to learn from its own training set. Noisy data will increase the number of distinct points in a dataset, which will decrease the number of times that each point appears in the training set. Besides affecting the BERT training process, noisy data significantly impact the applicability of BERT to some trajectory analysis tasks. For example, consider the trajectory imputation task, which is analogous to finding the missing word NLP problem (Section 3.1). In the NLP problem, BERT is usually deployed to find only one missing word. Yet, errors that lead to trajectory imputation are usually coming from low sampling rates, which would drop out several points between each two consecutive points. Applying BERT as is to trajectory imputation will end up having only one point between the two segment end points. While this would increase the trajectory accuracy, it is not enough because we would need to fill in multiple points in between two segment end points.

**Challenge III: Long and Unrelated Consecutive Trajectories.** Statements are usually composed of few words, typically 15–20 words per statement. Then, paragraphs are composed of a set of related statements, typically five to eight statements per paragraph. Meanwhile, a trajectory may include hundreds of points, and subsequent trajectories may be unrelated, e.g., a series of taxi trips. BERT, by design, has a limit on the input length of each statement it can process, mainly due to its computationally expensive attention mechanism that exponentially grows with the number of words it needs to take into account. That limit for BERT is usually big enough to cover most language statements. In the case of long statements, BERT truncates them to keep only a window of the last \( N \) words, where \( N \) is the maximum input length. Apparently, the number of points in a trajectory is mostly above the limit that BERT can accommodate in its attention mechanism. Hence, it may not be practical for BERT to be applied as is for trajectories that are already long enough without splitting these trajectories into short ones and hence reduce their context information. Along the same lines, BERT takes full advantage of the fact that subsequent statements are related to each other. Hence, using its training set, BERT is able to understand the relations between subsequent statements and use it for various NLP tasks, including predicting the next statement task (Section 3.2). Since subsequent trajectories may not be that related, it would be harder for BERT to perform trajectory tasks that link a trajectory to its next one, e.g., trajectory prediction.

**Challenge IV: New Data and Changing Road Networks.** Once BERT is trained with language data, it can process any new statements, because they will be from the same underlying vocabulary (e.g., English) and follow the same language rules (e.g., grammar). However, if we train BERT with trajectory data of certain regions, then BERT may not be able to process new trajectories from a different region, because they use a completely new vocabulary that BERT has not seen before. Even if the new trajectories are from the same region, the road network could have changed since the last training, invalidating some rules that BERT may have learned. This makes using BERT as is with trajectories hard to scale to new regions or over time when the road network changes.
5 THE VISION: A BERT-LIKE MODEL FOR TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

Our vision is that the spatial community would work together toward a full-fledged BERT-like system for a myriad of trajectory tasks. We envision that, in a few years, we will have such a system, where no one needs to worry again about each specific trajectory analysis operation. Whether it is trajectory imputation, similarly, or clustering, it would be one system that researchers, developers, and practitioners can deploy to get high accuracy for their tasks. The system would always be extensible in a way that can accommodate new operations contributed by the community at large.

This envisioned system does not have to be a completely new one built from scratch. Instead, it can be an adaptation of the current BERT system to make it more amenable to trajectory data analysis. Toward our vision, we believe that the community needs to explore two orthogonal, but complementary, directions. The first direction is to customize both the trajectories and the way we call BERT from the outside, while keeping the internal core architecture of BERT as is without any change. This will produce a quicker system solution that is much more accurate than using BERT without any customization as in Section 3 but still does not exploit the full power of BERT for more accurate results and system extensibility. The second direction is to inject spatial and temporal awareness inside the core of BERT itself. This will make BERT deal with spatial data in general and trajectories in particular as first-class citizens and support their special characteristics. As a result, this direction will produce a more accurate system as it exploits the full potential of BERT at its core. However, significant efforts would need to be put in to realize it. Exploiting and applying both directions together would produce a system with the ultimate desired performance for trajectory applications. Below are our initial thoughts on how to tackle each direction.

Direction I: Customized Trajectories and BERT. This direction aims to customize either the trajectories or the use of BERT or both together, without changing the BERT core, in a way that can potentially overcome some of the challenges listed in Section 4. Here are three examples of trajectory dataset customizations that belong to this direction: (1) Partition the space into a set of fine-grained hexagons, using Uber’s H3 Hexagonal Hierarchical Spatial Index [10]. This way, all points within the same hexagon will be assigned to the same GPS value, which is the hexagon centroid. Then, trajectories become a sequence of hexagons instead of points, and the hexagons become the words to BERT. This customization brings the number of possible words/points in the example Oregon State dataset mentioned in Challenge I in Section 4 down from \( \sim 1.3M \) to \( \sim 18K \), where now each point appears \( \sim 100 \) times on average during training. This is a two-order-of-magnitude improvement compared to the original dataset where each trajectory point appears only once in the training data. At the same time, trajectories in this form (i.e., sequence of tokens) become more of discrete signals rather than continuous ones, which is closer to the nature of statements. Such customization can potentially overcome both Challenge I and Challenge II, while still preserving accuracy due to the fine-grained nature of the hexagons. (2) Generate synthetic trajectories to enrich our corpus. To do so, we can employ existing trajectory simulation techniques (e.g., References [103, 149]), which basically take our available real trajectory data to generate additional trajectories that resemble the behavior of existing trajectories over different parts of the road network. The will enrich our corpus, which can be then used to train BERT, while avoiding more noisy data. Hence, this can potentially overcome both Challenge I and Challenge II. (3) Split long trajectories into a set of shorter subtrajectories. This will ensure that consecutive trajectories are both short and related, which would overcome Challenge III in Section 4. In other words, with this, trajectories would be actually analogous to paragraphs rather than statements. Recall that a paragraph is a collection of subsequent short and related statements. With splitting, a trajectory also becomes a collection of subsequent short and related subtrajectories.

\(^1\)An earlier and shorter version of our vision is published in a four-page vision paper at ACM SIGSPATIAL 2022 [92].
Meanwhile, customizing the use of BERT may be task specific. We give an example for the trajectory imputation task (Section 3.1). Since BERT is designed to find only one missing word in a statement, it may not be suitable as is for trajectory imputation, where we would need to impute several points between each two GPS readings. A possible customization to overcome this issue is to call BERT iteratively. For example, in the second trajectory gap in Figure 1, we first call BERT to predict one missing point, which is the one shown in the figure corresponding to the word “hosting.” Then, if we need an additional imputed point, we can call BERT again for the same gap by including the point/word that we just found (“hosting”) in the input as if it was originally there. This is to get an additional imputed point for the same gap after the word “hosting.” Once we get a new point, we can use it again in the input to call BERT for a third imputed point. We can iteratively repeat the process until reaching sufficient granularity. While this approach may be computationally expensive, it shows an example of customized usage that helps overcome Challenge II, which is related to GPS noise and low sampling rates. Another example of customizing the use of BERT is to partition the space into multiple regions and train a dedicated BERT model for each region using its trajectories. This can help overcome Challenge IV related to new data and changing road networks. In this case, we can identify regions with no or insufficient data, and then when more trajectory data in one of these regions become available later, we can trigger a training process for a new BERT model for this region. Similarly, this partitioning customization can also help overcome the issue of changing road networks. In this case, we can monitor the regions using tools that detect road network changes (e.g., RASED [90, 91]) and then trigger a re-training process for BERT models in regions where the roads have changed and new data have become available.

**Direction II: Spatially and Temporally Aware BERT.** This direction aims to inject spatial and temporal awareness inside BERT core for a better and more accurate support for trajectory analysis tasks. One of the components that could be a key to injecting spatial and temporal awareness into BERT is the loss function. This function is responsible for evaluating BERT predictions during training along with penalizing or rewarding the model accordingly. BERT is trained by two tasks: Masked Language Model (MLM), which randomly covers words in a statement and attempts to guess them, and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP), which picks two sentences randomly and attempts to guess whether the second sentence follows the first one. The training loss function that BERT uses is the sum of the mean MLM likelihood and the mean NSP likelihood. The first part of the loss function (MLM likelihood) is a kind of binary, where only predictions that exactly match the masked word are considered correct and rewarded, while all other predictions are considered incorrect and penalized. There is no notion that some words are closer to the correct answer than others. The model adjusts its parameters toward the correct one and hopefully comes back in the next iteration and guesses it correctly. Applying this training task in the case of trajectories using GPS points instead of words means that predicting a GPS point that does not exactly match the masked/covered point is treated as a completely wrong prediction. This also means that predicting a point that is a few feet away from the actual point is as wrong as predicting a point that is miles away, because both penalize the model the same way. This is mainly because the loss function (and BERT) has no spatial awareness, and hence there is no sense of being almost close to the correct answer. As a result, this makes it hard for the model to learn unless it guesses correctly, which is almost impossible given the trajectory characteristics such as the presence of noisy data and the small ratio of training examples compared to the number of possible GPS points. To overcome this issue, we can adjust the MLM likelihood part of the loss function via an additional spatial penalty component that correlates with this distance. In particular, it ensures that the further the prediction from the actual point the higher the penalty. By implementing this approach, the model
is encouraged to closely match the actual points and receives cues about its proximity to the correct answer. Such spatial guidance helps the model to overcome the noisiness and lack of large training examples as it would help in converging with good accuracy even with small training data.

6 INITIAL RESULTS

This section provides initial results that show the promise of our vision. In particular, we are doing exploratory evaluation for only the first direction of our vision, i.e., using the same architecture of BERT but customizing the trajectories and the way we call BERT (Section 5). We use our initial implementation, termed TrajBERT, to perform the evaluation on two trajectory analysis tasks, namely trajectory imputation (Section 3.1) and trajectory prediction (Section 3.2). For the training and evaluation dataset, we use a real trajectory dataset from the city of Porto, Portugal \[99\], composed of 1.7M trajectories for real taxi trips covering \(~83M\) GPS points, driven for a total length of \(~8.8M\) km spanning an area of \(~500\) km\(^2\). We use 80\% of these trajectories for training and keep the remaining 20\% for testing. In the case of trajectory imputation task, we sparsify the testing trajectories by keeping the first point in the trajectory, then removing all points within distance \(\text{Sparse}_{\text{gap}}\), then keeping the next point, and so on. Hence, all testing trajectories have gap distance \(\text{Sparse}_{\text{gap}}\) between each two consecutive GPS points. We compare TrajBERT against a baseline approach, termed linear interpolation, that will just impute each trajectory segment by a straight line between its two end points. In the case of trajectory prediction, we convert each testing trajectory into two sub-trajectories by splitting it in the middle. Then, we use the first half as the input for the prediction task to predict the next sub-trajectory of length \(\text{Prediction}_\text{Length}\). We use the second half, which is the ground truth in this case, to evaluate the predicted sub-trajectory. We compare TrajBERT against a baseline approach, termed linear extrapolation, that will just extend a straight line at the end of the input trajectory using the direction of its last two points.

We use three performance measures, recall, precision, and failure rate. To measure the recall and precision, we discretize the ground-truth trajectory into \(G\) artificial points by placing one point each 100 m. Similarly, we discretize the imputed/predicted trajectory into \(I\) artificial points by placing one point each 100 m. Hence, the recall is computed as the ratio of points in \(G\) that are correctly recovered/recalled within an accuracy threshold \(\delta = 25\) m from the imputed/predicted trajectory. The higher the recall the more accurate is the algorithm. The precision is computed as the ratio of points in \(I\) that are within an accuracy threshold \(\delta = 25\) m from the ground truth. The higher the precision the more accurate the algorithm. For the failure rate, an algorithm fails when it does not return any point for imputation or prediction. For TrajBERT, this can happen when it employs spatial constraints on BERT output as a form of customizing the use of BERT as described in direction I in our vision (Section 5). For example, a spatial constraint may reject any imputation point that is further than a certain distance from the trajectory (see Reference [89] for details on spatial constraints). When no BERT output passes the constraints, we resort to a linear interpolation/extrapolation solution and count this as one failure for TrajBERT. Hence, the failure rate is the ratio of trajectory segments that we could not properly impute or the ratio of trajectories that we could not properly predict their next sub-trajectory. With this, the baseline linear interpolation/extrapolation methods have a 100\% failure rate, as they always resort to naive linear lines.

Figure 6 gives our initial experiments for trajectory imputation task, which show the impact of varying \(\text{Sparse}_{\text{gap}}\) from 500 to 4,000 m on both TrajBERT and linear interpolation with respect to the three performance measures. Figure 6(a) gives the recall ratio of both TrajBERT and linear interpolation. TrajBERT consistently outperforms the linear interpolation baseline with \(2\times\) to \(7\times\) better recall. For example, at a sparsity gap of 1,000 m, the TrajBERT recall is 0.7, which is three times better than the recall for linear interpolation. The performance increase is getting higher.
with large sparse gaps, where for a 4,000-m gap, TrajBERT recall is 0.43, while linear interpolation recall is only 0.06. This shows that TrajBERT is more resilient to larger gaps. Figure 6(b) gives the precision ratio of both TrajBERT and linear interpolation. The results for the precision exhibit similar performance to that of the recall, where TrajBERT consistently outperforms linear interpolation in both short and large sparsity gaps. Figure 6(c) gives the failure rate of TrajBERT compared to the 100% linear interpolation baseline. TrajBERT failure rate is almost 0% regardless of the sparseness, meaning that it is always capable of finding imputation points between the two segment end points. This is mainly because our training dataset is kind of more dense than typical trajectory data. TrajBERT failure rate would definitely go up if the dataset is more sparse. However, the experiment shows that if given a good trajectory dataset, then TrajBERT can have almost 0% failure rate.

Figure 7 depicts our initial experiments for trajectory prediction task, which show the impact of varying Prediction Length from 150 to 750 m on both TrajBERT and linear extrapolation. Figure 7(a) gives the recall ratio and shows that TrajBERT consistently outperforms linear extrapolation at all values of Prediction Length. Although the next sub-trajectory at small prediction lengths such as 150 and 300 m is highly likely to remain as a straight line or at least for a major portion of it, TrajBERT still outperforms the linear extrapolation even in such cases. For example, at Prediction Length = 300 m, TrajBERT recall is 0.7 compared to only 0.5 for linear extrapolation, which is a 40% performance gain. This performance gain of TrajBERT increases as we increase the length of the predicted next sub-trajectory. For example, at Prediction Length = 450 m, TrajBERT achieves a 60% performance gain (recall is 0.65 for TrajBERT and 0.4 for linear extrapolation). This is because the next sub-trajectory in this case is likely to have more curves and turns, which TrajBERT was able to predict more accurately. It becomes even more evident with larger prediction lengths such as 600 and 750 m as TrajBERT achieves around 90% of performance gain (at Prediction Length = 750 m, recall is 0.59 for TrajBERT and 0.31 for linear extrapolation). This shows the resilience of TrajBERT and its ability to predict relatively large sub-trajectories with more turns. Figure 7(b) gives the precision
ratio, which exhibits a very similar performance as the recall. Figure 7(c) gives the failure rate, which is around 2% for TrajBERT regardless of the prediction length. This is likely due to the lack of enough training data in certain areas. However, the experiment shows that given a good real trajectory dataset like the one used here, TrajBERT would be able to predict points for the next sub-trajectory in almost all cases.

A detailed architecture of TrajBERT is explained in our recently published papers [88, 89], which include extensive experiments for the imputation task, as well as evaluation against more state-of-the-art baselines. Though the experiments here are initial and not conclusive, as they are made for only two trajectory operations, one dataset, and not trying to vary many parameters, they still show the promise of our vision. The objective here is to show that there is a road to our vision, and even a strawman implementation of some initial ideas would achieve highly promising results.

7 RELATED WORK

This section discusses related work to our vision. BERT [29] language model utilizes an architecture known as the Transformer [120], which encodes the input text into numeric vectors and uses such encodings to solve NLP tasks. Many BERT variants and other language models have later emerged (e.g., DistilBERT [106], RoBERTa [70], ALBERT [56], and ELECTRA [20]) adopting similar design of BERT and following its idea in solving many NLP tasks. Other language models (e.g., GPT [11], T5 [102], and BART [57]) have employed the transformer architecture in the decoding process that emits the text, which made such models excel more in tasks of generative nature such as text summarization and translation. Without loss of generality, we use BERT in this article as an example of a language model capable of performing various NLP tasks, which had a major impact and shift in the NLP community. However, given that the similarities between trajectories and statements (Section 2) still hold regardless of the NLP model used, our ideas presented in this article are not limited to BERT and would generally still apply to other NLP models. Since we have already discussed related work to each trajectory operation in Section 3, we are limiting the discussion in this section to those studies that aim to deploy ideas from the NLP domain to spatial data. We are classifying such work into the two below categories:

Pre-BERT Era: Embedding and Representation Learning. Many researchers in the spatial domain were inspired by the discovery of Word Embedding in NLP, with its classical and popular Word2Vec approach, proposed in 2013 [83]. The main idea of Word2Vec is to map each vocabulary word to a numerical vector that represents it and thus enable computations and mathematical operations on words. Hence, several efforts in the spatial community have taken similar approaches for various spatial datasets (e.g., see References [35, 68, 78, 123, 139, 140, 147, 155, 156]). Many of these approaches have even named their techniques in an analogous way to Word2Vec, e.g., GPS2Vec [141], Loc2Vec [107, 129], Location2Vec [157], Place2Vec [135], and POI2Vec [34]. The main goal of these studies is to learn and obtain embedding (i.e., vectors or numerical representations) for a wide range of spatial elements such as GPS points [141], points of interest PoIs [78, 107, 129, 135, 156], trajectories [35, 68, 155], road network nodes and edges [18], and geographical areas and regions such as neighborhoods, cities, or zones [123, 140, 147, 157]. The term embedding refers to the fact that some of the hidden information about the element (e.g., meaning and semantics in the case of a vocabulary word, or location type in the case of a PoI or GPS point) are discovered and learned via deep neural networks and then embedded/encoded in a numerical form in the vector representation. Despite the importance of the embedding process, it is limited to basic element-wise operations such as computing the difference or similarity between two words or locations. Embedding alone is not sufficient for more complex tasks such as the next sentence prediction or next trajectory prediction. This is why all the efforts for spatial data embedding are
mainly concerned with a very specific task and cannot be extended to other tasks. For example, Place2Vec is only concerned with place type similarity [135], SERM and Loc2Vec [107, 139] are only concerned with next point prediction, while another work [68] is only concerned with activity similarity.

The BERT Era: Language Models for Spatial Data. Due to the limitations of the word embedding approach, the NLP community came up with the idea of BERT as a language model that is able to process complete documents and sentences. Then, learning the embedding becomes only one component among many other components of BERT. Research efforts in employing language models for the spatial domain are mainly geared toward utilizing it, as a pretrained model, in its lingual form by verbally asking it questions of spatial nature [44, 97, 134]. The main idea is to use language as a medium to make the model perform certain tasks such as correcting an address or forecasting the name of the next PoI from an input sentence. This is the opposite of utilizing the model architecture only and then training it from scratch on spatial data. Hence, this approach is limited by the ability to verbally represent the data. It is also subject to the model ability to understand and comprehend geospatial semantics from the text. To overcome these limitations, a follow-up work is proposed to add external supervised training [44, 97], for example, using existing spatial datasets and spatial knowledge graphs to artificially generate new sentences about places, PoIs, distances between them, their locations, types, and add these new sentences to the training corpus in an effort to increase the language model ability to do spatial reasoning from language. A recent work that falls in this category is SpaBERT [64], which trains BERT with pseudo sentences generated from large geographic datasets. SpaBERT is dedicated to generating a better representation for geo-entities mentioned in the text, such that the representation depends on nearby geo-entities that may exist within the sentence, hence improving BERT ability to understand spatial entities and spatial semantics in text. A more recent work has investigated using language models for spatial data of multiple forms [77]. In particular, it looks at how to combine multiple forms of datasets (e.g., satellite images, graphs, text) that contain spatial data and then use this combination to train a geospatial model for various spatial tasks. With respect to trajectory analysis, few research efforts have recently considered using a language model like BERT as is for various operations, including similarity [28, 61], prediction [12, 37, 66], imputation [21, 101], and classification [65].

Our Vision: BERT-like Models for Trajectory Analysis Our vision goes beyond word embedding and focuses more on BERT and NLP models. Unlike all existing work, our vision is not to improve BERT spatial understanding. Instead, our vision is to use the architecture of BERT and train it on trajectories rather than language. Our vision is not concerned with only one specific trajectory operation. Instead, our vision aims to build a BERT-like model that can support a wide variety of trajectory analysis tasks. This goes along with the spirit of BERT itself that was not designed for one specific NLP task. Instead, it is made to support a wide variety of NLP tasks.

8 CONCLUSION

We have presented our vision to utilize state-of-the-art language models in NLP, e.g., BERT, to support trajectory analysis operations. The promise is that doing so will pave the way toward a long-awaited full-fledged trajectory data management system that natively supports all trajectory analysis operations. We show that trajectories in a space exhibit a very similar behavior to statements in a language, and hence many of the NLP tasks on statements are analogous to spatial analysis tasks on trajectories. However, we also point out several challenges that hinder the applicability of BERT as it is to trajectory analysis. This helps in outlining the road to realizing our vision by exploiting two orthogonal, but complementary, directions. The first direction is to
customize both trajectory data and BERT usage to match each other, without the need to change
the core of BERT. The second direction is to inject spatial and temporal awareness inside the core
of BERT itself to achieve better results. Initial exploratory results for one trajectory operation and
one dataset confirm the promise and possibility of our vision.
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